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To NSW GOVERNMENT ;
Draft Lachlan Regional Water Strategy
Rather than fill out the Submission Questionnaire
this
email as a reply ?

form , will you please accept

As I said at the meeting in Lake Cargelligo on several occasions I am only
interested in how water is run
through the the lakes system from out of the Lachlan River thought Lake Sheet of
Water, through Lake
Curlew, through Lake Cargelligo then back into the Lachlan.
Also , Maintaining Lake Cargelligo at a level to keep Robinson Curuso Island an
island. Protection the
environment & the wildlife on the island is a priority.
Refer to Dr Adam Kerezy PHD
Additionally, will you please consider the economic , the social connection ,the
mental health and well
being of people as part of the value of maintaining Lake Cargelligo as is?
Your lack of consultation with public re item 27, has caused alarm, speculation,
distrust , fear, The lack
of complete details arouses suspicion & lack of trust, conflict in our town.
Your lack of showing how you plan to separate Lake Cargelligo into 3 lakes is
causing disputes on how
this will happen. Where will the lines be drawn showing how the lake will be
separated? People keep
asking how is the lake going to be separated , who knows the answer? Certainly not
the people of Lake
Cargelligo. Can you send plan to our local paper The Lake News so they can publish
it?
A public water register showing all license holder would remove any speculation as
to who controls
water. Do you agree?
It would also prove there is no collusion, no insider trading, no conflicts of
interest in water trading.
Why is the Member of Murray Helen Dalton efforts to get this register made public
being ignored?

Why is when water becomes available the water brokers seem to be able to contact
local license holders
although the license holders thought they were anonymous?
Are there any NSW water officials water traders?
Who owns the water that falls out of the sky? Everyone really !
Taking out weirs & dams where would water that flow into the Lachlan River at the
top of river finish
up? that's right the bottom of the river Therefore who actually owns the water? the top of the river?, the middle of the
river? , the bottom of
the river ?
In the 70's because there were many sleeper license around this time& this water
wasn't being used the
government at the time decided to win votes by handing out more licenses,
However when the owners of the sleeper licenses realized that there was money to be
made by selling
their water either temporary or permanent it created aver allocation. There is only
so much water &
over allocation of these licences resulted in over government selling 125% -when
100% should have
been the figure.
How do I know this - I was talking on a telephone one day around that time a
senior staff member of
State Water about the level of Lake Cargelligo & I asked what was the figure over
allocation of licenses
on The Lachlan River & he said he couldn't give that figure , but he asked what I
thought it would be &
he could say yes or no to the figure I stated? from memory I think I said 10% to
which he said higher, I
said 30% he said lower , so I said 25% & he replied close.
Have you figures to show this incorrect ?

Below a email sent to Minister for Water

The Hon. Melinda Jane PAVEY, MP
Member of the Legislative Assembly
Member for Oxley
Minister for Water, Property and Housing
Member of The Nationals
oxley@parliament.nsw.gov.au
Dear Minister
As Minister for Water I am asking can you please supply the minutes of a public
meeting?

Being the only member of the public in attendance ,along with the presenting 5
officials from NSW
Department of Planning, Industry ,& Environment, at a recent ( 20/10/20) meeting
in Lake Cargelligo & I
am very keen to see how it was reported.
Re attached headline & story after the meeting from The Lake News 28/10/20
including
"Radical new 'plan' for our lake - Could our lake be split up into three?
The NSW Government , Department of Planning, Industry Environment held a meeting
at the Lake
Cargelligo Bowling Club on Tuesday 20th October 20 to present to the public the
recently released Draft
Lachlan Regional Water Strategy.
The Draft was presented by five NSW Government Officials including facilitator
and 2 others.
Poor communication with the public , license holders, interested parties resulted
in attracting only one
member of the public, with only one apology mentioned at the meeting.
The overhead presentation showed that NSW Government Water is preparing 12 new
strategies across
regional NSW , from a list of 48 options.
including :Option 27. Improvements to the storage effectiveness of Lake Cargelligo.
Upon spotting the Option 27. Improvements to the storage effectiveness of Lake
Cargelligo from the 48
displayed I remember asking "is there any plans to divide the lake into cells?" if
the reply was yes I
would have definitely remembered it!!!!!!!!! - or the facilitator & speakers moved
extremely quickly
onto another topic.
NOT SHOWN & NOT DISCUSSED WAS - the detailed long list options which read
27. Improvements to the storage effectiveness of Lake Cargelligo -Separation of the
main lake at
Cargelligo into three lakes to reduce evaporation losses and improve the
operational effectiveness of
Lake Cargelligo. This option would improve river operations and water security for
towns, communities
and industries
Attached in article The Lake News (14/10/20) is reference to two meetings in Lake
Cargelligo ( let you
find them, as they are hard to spot ) as there was no advertisement in classified
section of this edition
of The Lake News , therefore it is very oblivious not many ( 1 person ) people

noticed the reference.
If it had read 'SEPARATION OF LAKE CARGELLIGO INTO 3 LAKES "
over 100's
of people in attendance.

there would have been

The reason for non attendance was lack of advertising & lack of communication with
any interested
parties like license holders, water users, & residents
Ms Pavey as Minister for water can you please help in obtaining the minutes of
the meeting?
I have requested the minutes on 4 occasions from NSW Department of Planning,
Industry ,&
Environment since the meeting & have received 2 replies including no name at the
bottom of the replies
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, DPIE W Regional Water Strategies Mailbox wrote:
Hi
,>
We will organize that for you.>
Kind regards,>
Regional Water Strategies Team
Water Division| Department of Planning, Industry and Environment
regionalwater.strategies@dpie.nsw.gov.au
www.dpie.nsw.gov.au

Hi
,
Apologies for the delay. I have contacted the team and they will be sent to you
asap.
Kind regards,
Regional Water Strategies Team
Water Division| Department of Planning, Industry and Environment
regionalwater.strategies@dpie.nsw.gov.au
www.dpie.nsw.gov.au
Regards
, retired , ex newsagent 34 years )
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